Abstract-Pulsed-power systems traditionally have been designed to provide a pulse that is nonprogrammable or requires hardware modifications to adjust the output waveform shape. Advancements in pulsed-power technologies are enabling system designs that allow for greater flexibility such as programmable current shaping. Material science, which uses current pulse shaping to obtain data for the equation of state analysis, is driving much of this work. The programming of pulsed-power systems through the use of simulations and manual curve fitting techniques can work well for systems that only have a few controllable parameters and are generating waveforms with simple spectral content. Complex systems with many controllable parameters become unmanageable for manual trial and error to be effective. This paper discusses the characterization and modeling of a scaled down programmable current adder directed at investigating technical issues that will be encountered in full-scale drivers. A discussion of the procedure used to optimize the adder current output, using genetic algorithms, is presented. The approach to system programmability presented in this paper will allow for a more simplified user interface and system control, as the requirements for flexibility and complexity in future systems increase.
I. INTRODUCTION
T RADITIONALLY, pulsed-power systems have been designed and operated with simultaneous triggering of the driver switches. Recently, pulsed-power research has ventured into a mode of design and operation of systems in which the triggering is staggered in time. Thirty-six laser-triggered gas switches have been staggered in time, allowing current shaping on the Z-machine for material science studies [1] . Railguns and electromagnetic launchers use pulsed-power modules that are triggered sequentially to shape the current or generate a moving electromagnetic wave that tracks the armature [2] - [4] .
In some of these applications, parameter settings have been chosen by iteratively simulating the system and manually ad-justing the values to achieve the desired output [1] , [2] . In some railgun applications, system parameters are adjusted to accommodate theories for minimizing switch losses and energy storage [3] , [4] . As the number of switches increases, the number of programmable system parameters increases, and greater flexibility is required, the process of empirically determining the parameter settings will become impractical. An automated process is important.
Genetic algorithms (GAs), which are considered a subset of evolutionary algorithms, were developed by John Holland over the 1960s and 1970s [5] - [7] . Because they are based upon robust natural selection processes, GAs have demonstrated the capability of dealing with optimization problems that other techniques have difficulties with.
GAs are capable of the following:
1) optimizing continuous and discontinuous parameters; 2) searching without derivative information; 3) handling large numbers of parameters; 4) optimizing to complex cost functions; 5) being implemented on parallel computers; 6) working with measured and simulated data; 7) maneuvering out of local minimums.
One of the most famous problems solved with GAs is the control of natural gas pipelines by David Goldberg [5] . More recently, GAs have been used to optimize neural networks for partial discharge recognition [8] , parameter selection in fuzzylogic-based induction motor speed control [9] , estimating the regions of asymptotic stability in nonlinear dynamic systems [10] , and induction machine characterization for an alternate QD model [11] . The push for more complex systems is the motivation for using this technique in the area of pulsed power.
The first step to applying GAs is to set up a model of the system or "plant." This could be a circuit or full wave model of a pulsed-power driver, a nonlinear equation, etc. Within this model, there may be a number of parameters that are predefined and a set of parameters that need to be determined. In biological terms, each parameter would be considered as a gene. The genes in each model combine to form a chromosome, which equates to an individual. Groups of individuals combine to form a population. Each individual in the population is evaluated by using a fitness function that assigns a figure of merit to that individual. The larger the figure of merit, the closer the individual is to an optimal solution. The generations of the populations are allowed to evolve in a manner similar to nature's approach: mating, mutating, elitism, etc. We are using the Genetic Optimization System Engineering Tool (GOSET) [12] for performing system characterization and determining 0093-3813/$25.00 © 2008 IEEE system initialization. GOSET was set up to use the integer representation of genes along with the following strategies for the optimizations used in this paper.
A 60% crossover rate was chosen for the reproduction cycle, and a roulette wheel selection method determined the mating pool. Reproduction was obtained by using a scalar simulated binary crossover, see [12] , followed by a random replacement of individuals for death.
In addition to reproduction and death, each individual had a 0.008 probability of mutation. When mutated, the value of a given gene was randomly set to another value within the range specified by the minimum and maximum values for the given gene.
Elitism was employed to ensure the survival of the best fit individual. With this process, the most fit individual from the present generation and the most fit individual of the next generation, after all genetic operations are performed, are compared. The most fit of the two individuals is placed in the next generation, ensuring that the best individual is not lost.
For additional information on the GAs utilized in this paper, see [12] . The remainder of this paper presents the system description and model, the process used to identify the model parameters, and the method used to optimize the load current.
II. SYSTEM
A linear transformer driver designed by the High Current Electronics Institute [13] was modified for current addition by removing the cores, adding a parallel plate transmission line, and inserting a (T&M A-1-05) current viewing resistor (CVR) for the load, Figs. 1 and 2. As shown in Fig. 1 , six bricks are installed. Each brick consists of two series-connected General Atomics 31165 capacitors and a Perkin Elmer GP-486 trigatron switch; brick 4 is shown in Fig. 3 . Operating this system in air and the change to the trigatron switch limited the operating voltage to ±2 kV. The circuit model in Fig. 4 is used to represent the system plant. In this model, the parallel plate feed and the CVR are lumped together as the load. All simulations and characterizations in this paper are performed by using MATLAB [14] .
Programmable system variables include charge voltages and switch trigger times. Control programs are written in LabVIEW [15] , and they communicate with delay generators and oscilloscopes through GPIB instrument interfaces. Trigger times are loaded into the control and DAS computer that interfaces with an array of precision programmable delay generators and diagnostics, Fig. 5 . Charge voltages are set with low-voltage command power supplies which control the programmable high-voltage bipolar power supplies.
Electrical isolation is built into both the trigger and charge systems. The trigger system is set up with an optical fiber connecting the delay generators to the trigger generators. The power for the trigger generators comes from a 300-V dc-to-dc converter. Reed relays provide isolation between the bricks and the programmable bipolar power supplies. The connection of a trigger generator and programmable bipolar power supply to brick number 4 is shown in Fig. 6 .
III. SYSTEM CHARACTERIZATION
Achieving predictable system performance that allows for current programming requires an accurate circuit model and a documented switch performance. This circuit model allows the user to determine how the system should be initialized in order to output a particular current waveform. In addition to the circuit model, the knowledge of timing delays and jitter are necessary for an acceptable level of repeatability. This section discusses the identification of the circuit parameters and the characterization of the switch performance.
GOSET is used to fit the equation for an underdamped sinusoid to measured data. Results from fitting the equation are then converted to equivalent circuit parameters and fit to multiple system configurations, using least squares [16] .
Trigger delay and jitter associated with each brick are determined from multiple sets of data taken over a range of charge voltages. The lowest values of the charge voltages attainable are limited by the level of jitter that is acceptable. The highest allowable charge voltage is chosen by basing on the switch selfbreak performance.
A. Circuit Parameters
The load current waveform obtained by simultaneously triggering the RLC bricks is an underdamped sinusoid
The peak current i 0 , the neper frequency α, and the damped natural frequency d are the parameters that must be determined to obtain a model for the bricks. Time offset and (1) parameters are first estimated from the measured load current. An optimum set of parameter values is then determined with GOSET by searching the parameter space bounding the initial parameter estimate. Fig. 7 shows an example characterization using brick 1 data. The dc offset y off in the raw data is determined from the initial baseline data points taken prior to the start of the sinusoidal waveform in the raw data set. The dc offset is the mean value from this portion of the data. The time offset t off is used to shift the raw data, so that the sinusoid starts at t = 0. It is estimated from the time of the first two current peaks using the following:
where t pkn is the estimated time of the nth peak of the raw data.
With y off determined and t off estimated, the raw data are shifted to obtain the adjusted data set, see Fig. 7 . These adjusted data are used for estimating the (1) parameters. The damped natural frequency is calculated as
where T d is the period of the waveform. T d is obtained from an average based on calculations from N − 1 half cycles where the period based on each half cycle is as follows:
The neper frequency α is estimated by using t pk and y pk in
where y pkn is the value of the nth peak of the waveform, and then averaged over N − 1 half cycles to get the following:
Peak current i 0 is found by solving the following:
where i mtemp is a segment of the adjusted data samples between the peaks of the first and last half cycles of interest, and i unit is a vector formed by sampling the current waveform
In (8), ( + ) indicates the pseudoinverse, and in (9), d and α are the estimates from (3) and (7), respectively.
A search for optimized parameter values is performed next by using GOSET. The chromosome structure is shown in Fig. 8 . Centering the parameter space around the point defined by t off , d , α, and i 0 obtained in (2), (3), (7), and (8), respectively, allows for a simple approach to bounding the range of values for each gene. The genes representing d , α, and i 0 were bounded by setting the limits to ±15% of the values estimated in (3), (7), and (8) , and the gene representing t off was bounded to ±10% of period T d , see (4) , around the estimate for t off in (2). The search through the parameter space, using GOSET, refined the fit in (1) to the adjusted data by seeking to maximize the value of the fitness function
where i is from (1), i m denotes the adjusted data, and t n is the time of the nth sample.
Fifty sets of data for each brick configuration listed in Table I are characterized. Single bricks, pairs of bricks, and all six bricks are triggered simultaneously. A population size of 160 and 2000 generations were used for the single and two brick data. The six brick data were evaluated by using a population size of 400 and 4000 generations.
Optimization results from each configuration are averaged and listed in Table I . Fig. 9 shows an example plot of the final set of normalized gene values and the fitness versus generation. From this plot, it can be seen that the final value of each gene is near the center of each range and therefore close to the original [17] for the appropriate equations (use a charge voltage of 3.6 kV), and see Table II for the results of the conversion.
Converting from R m , L m , and C m values listed in Table II to the brick and load parameters involves first identifying the equations that represent the different system configurations that the data resulted from. Inductance calculations are omitted from this discussion because they are identical to the resistance calculations. Three brick configurations are evaluated. A single brick experiment operates with a combined resistance
and capacitance
where R B is the brick resistance, R load is the load resistance, and C B is the brick capacitance. Two bricks triggered 
and a capacitance
Six bricks triggered simultaneously result in the resistance
Equations (11), (13), and (15) and the data in Table II are used to determine R B and R load by solving the following:
where the symbol ( + ) indicates a pseudoinverse. C B is determined by using the following:
Solving (17) and (18) generates the brick and load parameter values listed in Table III . 
B. Delay and Jitter
The performance of the switches in this system is expected to be a function of the initial charge voltage of the brick, the shape of the load current, and the time at which the switch is triggered, because the performance of the switch changes with the voltage across the switch. Higher voltages yield lower delay and jitter. Currents flowing through the load impedance cause changes in the voltage levels across the open switches. Switch characterization, which is provided in Fig. 10 , is used to select the order in which the bricks are triggered. Note that the delay results are shifted by the brick 2 delay at 3.6 kV.
IV. LOAD CURRENT OPTIMIZATION
This system is designed such that a user can provide a desired current shape that the program uses to determine the programmable charge voltages and trigger times. From these voltages and trigger times, an operator can initialize the system and fire a shot. This section focuses on identifying the charge voltages and trigger times.
Waveforms defined by material scientists for EOS experiments on tungsten (W), polypropylene (PP), and iron (Fe) [18] are scaled to the performance range of this system. This system, see Fig. 1 , is constructed with six bricks. Keeping the brick jitter to less than 13 ns, 1 σ dictates the value of the lowest charge voltage, and 90% of self-break defines the upper charge voltage limit. Each brick is allowed to charge from ±1.5 to ±1.8 kV.
Now that the charge voltage range has been bounded, the trigger times must also be bounded in order to set up GOSET for the optimization. This is achieved by using a two-step process. To identify the lower limit for each trigger point, all brick charge voltages are set to minimum values, and the first trigger point is selected to ensure that the optimal solution is bounded by the resulting parameter space. The model is then simulated with only the first brick triggered. The trigger time for the second brick is then chosen as the time at which the simulated current and the commanded current first cross, see Fig. 11 . This process is repeated, triggering the first and second bricks at their lower limits to find the lower limit of the third brick. Repeating this process identifies lower trigger point limits for all bricks.
To complete bounding the trigger points, the charge voltages of all bricks in the simulation are set to maximum values, and the trigger time of the first brick is set to 0 ns. The model is iteratively simulated, only triggering the first brick. The trigger time is incremented until the ideal and simulated waveforms do not cross, see Fig. 11 . The final trigger time defines the upper limit for the first trigger point. The process is repeated, setting the trigger time of the first two bricks to the upper limit of the first brick. Again, the model is iteratively simulated, only triggering the first two bricks. The trigger time of the second brick is incremented until the ideal and simulated waveforms again do not cross. This process is repeated until the upper limits of all trigger points are identified or set to the end of the desired waveform time. See Fig. 11 for an example of the resulting waveforms. The inflections in the bounding currents identify the lower and upper limits for each trigger point.
With charge voltage and trigger timing defined as search parameters and the range of each specified, GOSET is set up to search for an optimal solution, using a MATLAB simulation of the circuit in Fig. 4 , the parameters listed in Table III , and fitness function fitness = 1 + 10
where i is the simulated current, i star is the commanded current shape, and t n is the time of the nth sample. The chromosome for the genetic optimization was assembled, as shown in Fig. 12 , where T swn is the trigger time for the switch in brick "n," N b is the number of bricks grouped together for each trigger time (this was set to one), and V c0_n is the initial charge voltage for the capacitor in brick "n." Ten thousand generations were run for each optimization with initial population size of 1000 and a population size of 200 for all generations after the first. Table IV lists the resulting trigger times, charge voltages, and expected switch voltages at the time of triggering. Note that the negative trigger time for brick 3 is relative to the zero point of the desired waveform. Voltages across the switches at the time of triggering are determined by simulation. The plots of these EOS target waveforms and the commanded waveforms are given in Fig. 13 .
The decision on which switch in hardware was assigned to each trigger point was based upon the performance of the switch at the predicted voltage across the switch at the time of triggering. Switches with the least jitter were assigned to trigger points with the least voltage across the switch at the time of triggering. Switches with the greatest jitter were assigned to trigger points with the maximum voltage across the switch at the time of triggering. For a comparison, see Fig. 10 and Table IV . Further characterization of the switches for the configuration defined in Table IV resulted in the delay and trigger times listed in Table V . In Table V , the adjustment for switch delay is based on the performance of the switch, time shift is used to eliminate negative trigger times, and programmed trigger time is the time that is actually programmed into the hardware. One hundred and fifty shots are plotted in Fig. 14 for the W and PP waveforms. One hundred shots are plotted for the Fe waveform. Switches with lower jitter would significantly reduce the spread in the measured waveforms. Fig. 15 shows the plots of the desired waveforms, the best fit from the optimization (commanded), and one of the best measured currents from the test bed; see Fig. 14 for a comparison of all the measured data. A few of the measured waveforms approached the level of agreement presented here. In order to improve the match to the desired waveform, it would be necessary to increase the number of bricks in the system and expand the voltage range at which they operate (or design them to operate at lower voltages). V. CONCLUSION Advancements in pulsed power are enabling system designs that allow for greater flexibility. Much of this work is being driven by needs in material science for EOS analysis. This paper begins to address the complexities that will accompany these systems by using GAs to search for optimal solutions. The genetic optimization of the system characterization and initialization resulted in measured output currents that approximated the desired currents. Measured results demonstrate that high performance and complexity are manageable through the use of automated optimizations.
